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Abstract 
Offline data synchronization is challenging task in present environment. As network comes in every walk of day-today 

life. The existing Insurance Policy Management System (IPMS) works well only when network connectivity is 

available. And network connectivity will not be available all the time which is the limitation .This paper is intended to 

discuss about offline data modeling in IPMS where synchronization is used in case of absence of the network.  
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1. Introduction 

The advent of the internet is seen as a major turning point in the world history. Internet and related 

technology is known to provide innovative solutions in all sectors for a wide variety of applications. The 

smart client is a new client model that has more advantages, and provides the advantages of deployment 

and management based on browser model. The major advantage of smart client technology is occasionally 

connected, and allows the users to continue working where it cannot connect the network resources. 

Occasionally connected technology improves user’s productivity and efficiency. And works offline, which 

can improve the effective utilization of network and applications availability with the data submitted after 

the availability of the network. 

An occasionally connected smart client application uses a local application together with a local 

database. No network connection is needed for the user to access information. The local application is 

designed to retrieve requested information from the local database on the device. The data in the local 

database is kept up to date using synchronization. There are many advantages to the smart client model. 

First of all, when a user needs data it is instantly available, without waiting for relatively slow network 

transmission. Furthermore, wireless network connectivity is not required to access the data, enabling the 

application to be used anywhere at any time. Because the application is running locally on the device, it can 

be designed to take advantage of all the capabilities of the device, ensuring a rich user experience. 

2. Related Works 

Paper [1] proposes service-oriented occasionally connected smart client architecture, data cache, data 

management and other key technologies. And through the application of worker examination management 

system in Fujian province, analyze the specific design of the occasionally connected smart client with the 

Asp.net platform. It focuses on analyzing smart client architecture design, online and offline mode design 
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and online / offline state test design of the worker evaluation management system. Finally the test data 

show that using the smart client service-oriented architecture and corresponding occasionally connected 

realization technology, worker assessment management system realize many features, such as: being safe, 

reliable and easy to deploy, working offline and using simple. 

 

Paper [2] proposes “Synchronization with mobile database” focusing on developing a group basis approach 

that notably improves the scalability of the resources to synchronize data. Since synchronization is a 

problem with occasionally connected mobile databases.  

As the mobile devices will have limited memory capabilities, effectively utilize the memory of mobile 

device to store the data without using any backend software. When the mobile database is connected to the 

server it will have less session time. Therefore by taking session time into consideration the connection 

establishment and data transfer is to be done. 

 

Paper [3] proposes  ”WOPRE” (i.e. , Web-based, Offline-able, and Personalized Run-time Environment) 

focusing on an offline mobile Web-browsing framework to solve the problems of Google Gears . There are 

several drawbacks. First, users must define their interest lists; otherwise, the framework does not know 

which Web pages should be downloaded. Second, users must browse offline Web pages via the Offline 

Web Page Viewer because the offline data is republished under a new domain. Finally, the work only 

focused on Web page browsing, but not Web application execution; in other words, it did not provide a 

synchronization mechanism for allowing users to synchronize the data that has been created or modified 

offline. 

 

 

                                              Fig 1: System overview of WOPRE 

 

Paper [4] proposes “solving problems in software applications through data synchronization in case of 

absence of the network”, aim is to focus on to provide new results for data synchronization in different 

platforms through Web services, which allow software applications to run or to be executed online and 

offline as well. 

In this paper, "Offline mode" development for the UP (University of Prishtina) ESMS (Electronic Student 

Management System), in order to increase confidence in using software applications is presented.  

However, the challenges for building and managing reliable synchronization algorithms are a major 

concern and potentially dangerous. Algorithm design for data synchronization through Web Services, used 

to build software applications, which besides the online mode of operation are able to work also in offline 

mode. 

 

Paper [5] proposes “Evaluation of contact synchronization algorithm for the android platform” Mobile 

computing is a strong reality in today’s IT infrastructure, and the need to share data and make it available 

everywhere, at any time, across multiple devices operating under unreliable conditions is a challenge that 

can be tackled with different approaches. 
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The author had presented an example of a distributed system involving mobile systems together with the 

rationale that has led to this design by observing other systems and applying the principles embodied in the 

CAP theorem (consistency, availability, and partition tolerance) and related work. It has also classified this 

kind of design in a category of its own that has partial consistency as a desirable feature. The author had 

shown that the system can work correctly and reliably as long as some basic support is offered by the server 

system, even in the event of network or device failure. This comes at the cost of some redundancy when 

transferring data after failure. 

  

 3. Existing System 

 
In the existing system without network connection, the transaction in progress may fail without any 

intimation to both the parties. The Existing system is unreliable and inefficient at times. Consider the 

example of an Insurance Policy Management System (IPMS) in which an insurance agent has an android 

application installed on a mobile terminal. The agent can log into the IPMS and enter any new policy 

details or edit existing policies into the system. In the presence of an active network connection, the system 

performs as expected but if there is no network connection, the process fails. 

  

4. Proposed System 

 
The most important facets of the typical client-server system is availability of network connection between 

the client and the server. The synchronization in different platforms allows software applications to run 

online and offline as well. The primary benefits of smart clients over Web- based  applications is that they 

can allow users to continue working when the application cannot connect to network resources. Data 

transitions in smart clients is done in seamlessly between online and offline through data updating as and 

when it is connected to network.  The   architecture   can   be   implemented   and incorporated in a typical 

client-server model by creating a local database at the client end also. The client database is a mirror image 

of the server database. Whenever the client places a request, the client application processes this request 

locally and updates its local database 

 

4.1 Overview of Modules 

 
The proposed system has three modules  

• Admin module 

• Agent module 

• Customer module 

 
The admin must login to the system. Admin is given with privilege to add new schemes of insurances and 

also he can edit and update the existing schemes. Admin is given with privilege to add agents and also edit 

or modify and update the agent details. Once the registration process complete, the Admin logs out of the 

system. 

Agent must login to the system. Agent is given with privilege to add customer or edit customer details 

regardless of network failure. Agent gets details of schemes introduced by admin and each time schemes 

are updated in local database of agent. Once the registration process completes the Agent logs out of the 

system. 

Customer must login to the system. Customer after login can inquire about his account i.e., Schemes details 

by providing customer-id. Customer logs out of the system. 

 

 

4.2 System Evaluation 

 

4.2.1 Availability evaluation:  The existing IPMS i.e., Insurance policy management system will 

be available till the failure of network and need to wait till the network failure problem is fixed  

where as in our proposed system if suppose a person is working on the system and network goes 

off or server goes down the system will not stop working and it switches to offline mode and the 
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data given by the agent is stored in local database or as text files in the system which is updated 

as and when the network connectivity is available. The proposed system is 98% available and 

efficiently utilizes network and time. 
 

4.2.2 System Comparison: 

 

Table 1: comparison of existing IPMS and proposed IPMS 

 Existing 

System 

Proposed 

System 

 Availability of systems Low High 

Reliability and efficiency of system 

 

Low High 

Can system switch from online mode to offline mode and vice 

versa 

No Yes 

Offline application execution No Yes 

Offline content available No Yes 

           

 

                                                             

                              

5. Conclusion 

 
Occasionally connected Computing is one of the main advantages of the smart client. The focus mainly on 

the key technologies and solutions of the occasionally connect and then successfully apply to the Insurance 

policy management system (IPMS) development. This study gives the idea of smart client usage in web 

applications for information management system. By the use of offline data modeling the Agents in the 

IPMS have no more problems with the network failures, and so the system functions without any 

interruption. The proposed system aims to reduce this dependency by designing a system that can function 

as expected in the absence of a network connection and it can work on smart clients. To provide data 

synchronization in different platforms through web services which allow software applications to run 

online and offline as well. Occasionally connected technology can improve user’s productivity and 

efficiency. And can work offline, which can improve the effective utilization of network and applications 

availability with the data submitted after the availability of the network. 
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